The author emphasizes the importance of the historical research of the civil officialdom in the Ukrainian lands during the period of the Russian Empire. The range of the most under-investigated aspects of this subject has been specified: social structure of Ukrainian officialdom; the process of Ukrainian service elite’s joining into the bureaucracy of the Russian Empire in the end of the eighteenth century; education level of the state officials in the Ukrainian lands; types of violations and abuses and their reasons; officials’ encouragement system. The conclusion is made that during the second half of the eighteenth century – first half of the nineteenth century Ukrainian civil servants managed to save a number of specific features of sociocultural nature which distinguished them against the general background of the Russian Empire bureaucracy.
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Автор актуалізує проблему вивчення історії цивільного чиновництва на українських землях періоду Російської імперії. Окреслено спектр найбільш малоісследованих аспектів цієї тематики: соціальний склад українського чиновництва; процес входження української службової еліти до бюрократичної системи Російської імперії у кінці XVIII ст.; рівень освіти державних службовців на українських землях; види службових порушень і зловживань та їх причини; система заохочень чиновників. Зроблено висновки про те, що протягом другої половини XVIII – першої половини XIX ст. цивільні чиновники України змогли зберегти низку специфічних рис соціокультурного характеру, які виділяли їх на загальному фоні бюрократії Російської імперії.
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Систему Российской империи в конце XVIII в.; уровень образования государственных служащих на украинских землях; виды служебных нарушений и злоупотреблений и их причины; система поощрения чиновников. Сделаны выводы о том, что в течение второй половины XVIII – первой половины XIX вв. гражданские чиновники Украины смогли сохранить ряд специфических черт социокультурного характера, которые выделяли их на общем фоне бюрократии Российской империи.
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Изучение истории Украины и ее национального строительства в конце XVIII – первой половине XIX вв. было предметом исследования ученых, локальных, региональных и национальных особенностей социокультурного характера, а также административной сферы. При этом, ученые сосредоточились на фактических данных, а не на социокультурных особенностях общества, его институциональных аспектах.

Цель данной статьи — исследование социокультурных особенностей гербов населения Украины в конце XVIII – первой половине XIX вв., их влияние на социокультурные процессы и изменения в обществе.

Источниками исследования являются исторические документы, архивные материалы, а также научная литература по данной теме. Методологически, исследование строится на анализе ряда источников, включая архивные материалы и научную литературу.

Стоит отметить, что исследования в данной области еще недостаточно изучены, и они требуют дополнительного изучения и анализа.

В ходе исследования были выявлены следующие ключевые точки:
- социальную природу чиновников;
- социокультурные особенности общества;
- влияние политических и социальных факторов на развитие общества;
- роль социальных и политических факторов в формировании социокультурных особенностей общества.

Исследования в данной области требуют дополнительного изучения и анализа для более полного понимания социокультурных особенностей общества.

Источник: 

- the system of rewards and encouragements applied to the officials of civil institutions including those in the Ukrainian lands.

Let’s briefly focus on the listed above aspects of Ukrainian civil officialdom history during the second half of the eighteenth–first half of the nineteenth centuries.

** * * ***

The question of a social origin of a person who was trying to climb the state service career ladder was always pressing for the government of the Russian Empire. State posts at all times were a prerogative of the privileged social strata. For a long time government system and social structure of the Ukrainian lands differed from Russian ones. This caused certain peculiarities of joining of socially diverse Ukrainian service segment to the bureaucracy of the Russian Empire. The politics conducted by the Russian government in the Ukrainian lands at the end of the eighteenth—the beginning of the nineteenth centuries concerning the solution of civil officials’ social origin problem differed from the measures taken in this sphere in many other regions of the Empire, particularly in originally Russian Governorates (Guberniyas). Almost up to the last quarter of the eighteenth century the majority of the administrative machine in the Ukrainian lands consisted of the descendants of Cossacks (in regiments, sotnias), burgess (in city institutions) and clergy. From the end of the eighteenth century the bureaucracy of the Russian Empire began to expand rapidly and often there were not enough people with corresponding education and who wanted to do state service (especially characteristic of bottom institutions). This problem could partly be solved by attracting representatives of Ukrainian service stratum to civil state service since they had comparatively high education level; wanted to get to the state service themselves (even on low positions); had bigger share of nobles, than in Russia, which gave the possibility at least to try to give noble tone to bureaucracy (Russian Government until Alexander II reform wouldn’t leave the attempts, though unsuccessful, to keep nobility monopoly).

The society structure on the Ukrainian lands differed from Russian. In Ukraine there were nobility, Cossack starshyna (foremen), representatives of higher clergy, who referred to elite and had more rights. Nevertheless, peasants, burgess, merchants, lower clergy, regular Cossacks according to the old Lithuanian, Polish and Cossack legislation obtained certain rights and privileges, including for the state service. They could change their social status and even join the ranks of elite. Liquidating the rests of Ukrainian autonomy, Russian government for a certain time saved some old rules of the Ukrainians. Limiting the rights of peasants, burgess, merchants and clergy for state service, the government didn’t apply such restrictions to Cossacks – the stratum which could be quite easily joined. Taking advantage of this, some people from lower social groups could get into state service [7, р. 82].

The process of Ukrainian officials’ integration (in left-bank Ukrainian region) into the Russian Empire bureaucracy was followed by the division of Ukrainian (Cossack) military-civil government model into separate military and civil branches; active engaging of certain Ukrainian social groups into imperial civil service. People expressed desire to hold the positions in Russian state institutions since state service allowed them to secure their privileged status or attain it through the service. The government widely used the practice of awarding the Ukrainians with Russian ranks according to The Table of Ranks, which created the feeling of belonging to Russian Imperial bureaucracy [13; 23-30]. But there were many people who gave preference to old Ukrainian ranks, considering that they supposed more privileges and liberties, than Russian ones (in the past it was exactly that way) [15, p. 313-326; 16, p. 299-305, 359-371, 399-400; 17, p. 299-306, 369-380, 410-418; 18, p. 310-317, 387-399, 429-445]. During the last quarter of the eighteenth century Russian government legislatively prohibited to use old Ukrainian ranks [21]. Final integration of Ukrainian service stratum with Imperial bureaucracy took place around the beginning of the nineteenth century.
It was impossible to provide sufficient quantity of educated officials only by Ukrainian constituent. The nature of the education provided in the Empire up to the end of the eighteenth century could not entirely satisfy the demands of the times. Sophistication of bureaucratic functions, differentiation of civil state officials according to the specifics of duties performed by them (proceedings, law enforcements functions, financial control, administrating, etc.) required the establishment of fundamentally new education system. Development of education reform and its implementation delayed for a long time, though. The descents of privileged social groups were preferably accepted to newly created general educational establishments of local level (narodni uchylyshcha), but the nobles often didn’t want to study since they could get the positions and obtain the ranks without education. Besides, the government could not organize the sufficient quantity of educational institutions.

In this time religious and secular educational institutions which operated in the Left- and the Right-bank Ukrainian lands became for the Russian government an alternative source of state service specials provision. Quite many people studied there and most of them wanted to join the state service in future. Thus, they partly covered state requirements in educated officials. In this respect, Kyivan Theological Academy and Seminary, Kharkiv Seminary, Chernihiv collegium and other played important role. They were the main suppliers of, if not professional officials, than at least prepared for the state service better, than the graduates of other educational institutions or those with home education or without it [7, р. 114-118].

With the development of education system in the Empire at the first half of the nineteenth century the possibilities of the descendants of different social groups for getting education were universalized in the entire state. The education itself was called to work exceptionally in the interests of state, namely to protect the interests of the Caesarism. But the Ukrainian lands for a long time continued to maintain the status of the key supplier of educated human resources for the various positions in state institutions. Here was the biggest quantity of those who wanted to study (the same situation was also in the regions subordinated to Vilna education district). Secular educational institutions, particularly Kyiv and Kharkiv Universities, Krzemieniec Lyceum, Prince Bezborodko’s Gymnasium of Higher Learning in Nizhyn, Richelieu lyceum in Odessa, became the most popular. Thus, Ukrainian educational institutions considerably favoured the promotion of general education level of state officials in the Russian Empire at the end of the eighteenth century – the first half of the nineteenth century. This influenced the increase of the overall proficiency of the officialdom. Moreover, in many educational institutions in the Ukrainian lands pedagogical specialists were prepared.

The officials of the public education branch were a separate component of bureaucracy in the Russian Empire. The specifics of their service differed significantly from standard bureaucratic functions assigned to state officials. In the same time they enjoyed all the privileges proper to the officialdom. Scholastic service differed from any other by the officials’ education level. Even after the cancellation of the examinations for the rank, certain education qualification requirements continued to be applied at employment of public education department officials. This type of service wasn’t popular among the nobility. That’s why the majority of teachers in the most educational institutions on the Left-bank and the South Ukrainian lands of the Russian Empire at the end of the eighteenth— the beginning of the nineteenth century consisted of the representatives of clergy while the descendants of other social groups were far less numerous [6]. Eventually, the government attempted to limit the access to teaching positions for the unprivileged population strata. But the amount of the nobility representatives had been increasing very slowly in this sphere. The situation on the Right-bank Ukrainian lands joined to the Russian empire in the last years of the eighteenth century was contrary. Here the pedagogical officialdom almost completely consisted of the nobility representatives. But
since 1830s the Russian government adopted a series of measures resulting in diversification of local pedagogical officials’ status. As consequence, a lot of noblemen officials lost their status and were included into less privileged social strata.

* * *

Violations and abuses during the performance of duties were common in the officialdom environment. Their range was extremely wide. They affected the interests of entire society. It favoured the emerging of a negative image of an official in the society. Failure of the imperial government to conduct effective struggle with these phenomena in bureaucratic environment during many decades only fixed such image. In the memorials of many contemporaries, works of Ukrainian and Russian writers of that time violations and abuses among state servants were extensively criticized and satirized [4, p. 64-65; 10, p. 68]. Such “constantly negative” image of a state official resulted in perception of the most widely spread violations, especially bribery, as normal.

The reasons of negative phenomena which took place in the bureaucracy of the Russian Empire, particularly, in the Ukrainian lands, can’t be looked for only in personal qualities of the officials-violators. Thus, the causes of sociocultural, economic and historical nature influenced minor violations, major abuses or crimes in bureaucracy. These factors affected the behavior of Ukrainian officials, but they could be not a result of political, cultural, socioeconomic development of specifically Ukrainian society. For example the practice of “kormlenie” has Russian roots and to certain extend influenced the development of bribery in Ukraine [1; 7, р. 223-225; 20].

In the Ukrainian lands from the end of the eighteenth century the officials of state institutions for unsatisfactory performance of their duties were most often punished with penalties, dismissals, etc. At the first half of the nineteenth century rather light punishments were applied to guilty officials. Moreover, consideration of judgments extended for a long time or the violators could even be justified. To some extent it evidences the desire of the government whatever it takes (even ignoring negative phenomena which took place in bureaucratic environment) to defend the “esprit de corps” of the officials, who were actually the representatives and the holders of the power. The punishments preferably concerned the officials of lower level.

* * *

Different encouragements were also applied towards civil officials. They, as well as punishments, had the aim to strengthen the bureaucratic system of the Russian Empire, to make a liegeman of the monarchical will out of every official. The encouragements were widely used by the Imperial government in order to provide numerous state institutions by the necessary quantity of officials and in order to motivate the officialdom for better performance. In this regard, the most effective and time-proven incitements applied in the Ukrainian lands was awarding ranks and orders [9]. But awarding civil officials with orders took place infrequently and mostly referred to those who held higher posts. Moreover, many civil officials received orders not in civil, but proceeding military service.

Imperial promotion according to The Table of Ranks played an extremely important role in the Ukrainian lands. In the second half of the eighteenth century the rank was used as one of the mechanisms of Ukrainian service elite inclusion to the bureaucratic system of the Russian Empire. Owing to the rank an official received benefits, occupied a more privileged place in society, identified himself as a representative of the authority, which raised his prestige. After the loss of the autonomy of the Ukrainian lands the rank became both a mechanism and an incentive for Ukrainian officials which allowed them to adapt to new conditions of life in multi-ethic empire. There was a practice of awarding Ukrainian civil officials with Russian standard ranks even before the implementation of all-Imperial legislation in the Ukrainian lands. It could be estimated as a preparation for joining Russian and Ukrainian bureaucratic systems.

In general, owing to ranks and orders many Ukrainian officials could satisfy their social, material and career requirements in new sociopolitical realities, which had been developing on the Ukrainian lands from the end of the eighteenth— the beginning of nineteenth centuries [7, р. 258-276].
One of the most prestigious awards was the assignation of land allotments in the property of officials. Only public servants of the highest ranks who hold high state posts could reckon on such encouragement. But the representatives of Ukrainian service elite who descended from Cossack starshyna could obtain from Russian government rank lands in Left-bank and Sloboda Ukraine for perpetual use in the second half of the eighteenth century. Before, the rank lands were only given to the Cossacks for the period of service. The assignment of these lands in perpetual use favoured the establishment of Ukrainian elite’s loyalty to Russian government. Although such type of awards was used extremely rarely [5].

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the government complicated the chance to receive ranks and orders and entirely cancelled awarding with lands. Financial encouragements came into wider use. The officials were also rewarded with service medals, gifts, gratitudes, etc. This was connected to the expanding of bureaucracy and expensiveness of its maintaining. These changes were common to all the regions of the Russian Empire. During the first part of the nineteenth century awards and motivations used by the government towards civil officials were finally systematized—a certain list of encouragements as well as the conditions of officials’ rewarding were defined.

* * *

Thus, the institution of state service established during the period of the Russian Empire firmly entered the life of Ukrainian society together with all its positive and negative attributes. It outlasted not only the Empire, but also the Soviet Union by adjusting successfully to command administrative economy. Nowadays, having experienced minor alternations, this institution continues its existence in many post-Soviet countries, including Ukraine. But in the end of the nineteenth century the Russian Imperial bureaucratic system completely changed national Ukrainian administrative practices. At first sight it resulted in quick and complete assimilation of Ukrainian service mass into Imperial bureaucratic environment, but civil officialdom in the Ukrainian lands, and mostly Ukrainian by origin, during the end of the eighteenth—the first half of the nineteenth centuries managed to save a range of specific features, which distinguished Ukrainian officials against general background of governmental administrative branch of the Russian Empire.
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